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Freshwater non-native species 
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that a collaborative funding proposal be 
developed to support a coordinator post. Key 
work would include:  

• Collating information on the distribution of 
problem species and existing 
control/management effort.  

• Developing coordinated work programmes. 
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• Category 3 species are not currently present 
within the county but are elsewhere and 
require a watching brief.  

• Category 4 species are widespread, but their 
presence is somewhat accepted due to either 
having little adverse effect or because their 
removal would be more detrimental than 
their presence.  

management initiatives 
Non-native species are recognised as a major threat to biodiversity an
for the unfavourable condition of a number of Sites of Special Scient
(SSSI). Currently, there is no one body responsible for the control or 
non-native species. Most management is carried out piecemeal by nu
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wide scale.

What was done 
Two pilot non-native species manageme
initiatives were established to demonstra
benefits of a coordinated approach and 
best practice guidance for other in
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• Developing funding prop
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Comparisons were made with s
processes already in place
regional and local elements of
Biodiversity Action Plan. Multi
projects and posts a

stakeholders from a ran
statutory organisations, individuals an
bodies. Two workshops were held in e
county and champions were identified to
continue the work. 

Results and conclusions 
The workshops indicated that in both co
there was already considerable non-n
species monitoring, recording and co
place, but that often this was uncoordina
inadequately resourced. The need to add
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recommendation from both initial wo
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Freshwater non-native species management initiatives 

A number of constraints to action were i
In some cases these relate to a lack of 
or resources but in others the need is fo
strategic approach. Some of the more 
needs, such as research on the ecolog
development of novel control techniqu
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ngland recognises the threat pos
non-native species. Freshwater and riparian 
habitats appear to be particularly susceptible to 
invasive non-native species and the challenges 
to managing such problems are considerable. 
Prevention, control and management needs to 
be integrated across a number of sectors 
(fisheries, flood risk management, navigation, 
conservation) and take account of the wider 
catchment.  
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The two pilots have demonst
considerable potential for are
prevention, control and m
envisaged that such local 
an important role in delivering
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level. A key recommendation is th
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provide support and manage research
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stakeholders and whilst the process has
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